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• DESTINATIONS
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◦ ACTIVE/ADVENTURE
◦ ARTS/CULTURE
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◦ FOOD/WINE
◦ GIVING BACK
◦ GREEN/ECO
◦ LEARNING
◦ SPA/WELLNESS
◦ STYLE
• NEWS + RESOURCES
• COMMUNITY
• MY TRAVEL
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• BOOK MY TRIP
• SHOP THE SOUK

Destination: José Ignacio

José Igancio
• INTRODUCTION
• STRATEGIES
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◦ LUXURY
◦ BOUTIQUE
◦ HIDEAWAYS
◦ HIP
◦ LIVING LIKE A LOCAL
◦ NEWCOMERS
◦ ON THE HORIZON
◦ VALUE
WHERE TO EAT
WHAT TO SEE & DO
WHERE TO SHOP
INDAGARE INTELLIGENCE
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First Look: Playa Vik

More Photos (7)
I confess that I am pretty picky about my beaches. I have been lucky enough to walk barefoot on
many of the best of them—from ones as far away as Mnemba Island, Bahia and Sydney and as close
to home as Harbour Island and the Hamptons. But my recent discovery, the wide, undeveloped stretch
of beach in Jose Ignacio, Uruguay ranks up there with the best of them. The little beach town has been
the favorite escape of beautiful people from Buenos Aires and Santiago for years, but until now there
has not been a knock-out beachfront hotel. Well, Playa Vik, which opens next month, is such a
stunning that it may just be the sexiest beach resort in South America. (It’s the sister property to
Estancia Vik, where I stayed, so I got a sneak peak on my last day.) By the way in Uruguay, “playa”
is pronounced “plaja” with a ‘ja’ sound.
With only nine suites, Playa Vik feels like an art aficionado’s ultimate escape—and in some ways it
is. Owners Alex and Carrie Vik, who founded nearby Estancia Vik two years ago, hired the renowned
Uruguayan architect Carlos Ott (creator of the Opéra de la Bastille in Paris) to fashion an ultra sleek
hideaway that would blend in with the natural landscape (rooftops are planted) and allow residents to
revel in the open Atlantic views and great art. A different contemporary artist brought his vision to
bear on each of the suites. In separate buildings around a central courtyard, there are three threebedroom suites; three two-bedroom suites and three master suites in the Sculpture building, which
contains the restaurant, sea-facing swimming pool and yes, a major sculpture. The living room of one
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suite has walls with a parade of colorful Picassoesque figures; another bears quotes from classic and
modern wits such as Rudyard Kipling and Winston Churchill to Richard Prince and Mick Jagger.
They are in many languages and cover many bases from “Don’t sweat the small stuff.” to “If you’re
not living on the edge, you’re taking up too much room.” One living room of a suite directly facing
the Atlantic Ocean has a giant photograph of a breaking wave hanging on one wall, so the resident is
literally surrounded by water. Each bathroom, too, is different with some containing wooden canoeshaped bathtubs that were custom made by Uruguayan boat builders; another is clad with grey stone
on the walls and floors and has a glass wall overlooking the beach. The designs are so artful that it’s
the first hotel, where I would go on a room tour if it were offered as a daily activity and might even
feel gypped as a guest if I didn’t get a glimpse of others’ rooms.
The shared spaces will undoubtedly be special too, though, they were mostly unfinished when I
toured. There is an outdoor fire pit by the beach’s edge, a vast wine cellar, a game room and a small
spa. The Sculpture building, with massive bronze doors created by acclaimed Uruguayan artist
Marcelo Daglio, will house the three master suites, the main restaurant (though meals can also be had
on the various decks), a library and the pool area, which juts over the beach and at night sparkles with
tiny lights in the bottom like a reflection of the night sky overhead. I would imagine that when Jose
Ignacio teems with action during the holidays, Playa Vik will be a haven in walking distance from the
action. Estancia Vik, which lies a ten-minute drive up inland, will offer a greater sense of privacy and
isolation—it is on 4,000 acres after all—but it isn’t beachfront. So when I head down here again, I
imagine that the perfect equation would be a few days at Playa Vik for beach time and a few days at
the Estancia for quiet time. For prices and availability, contact our advisory team.
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Europe: Austria: Austria: Lech

Lech is ideal for young families: safe and picturesque, with...
Read More
Europe: Spain: Spain: Madrid

The Spanish capital is buzzing with revamped hotels, authentic restaurants...
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Read More
Asia/Pacific: Thailand: Thailand: Bangkok

Bangkok is one of Asia's most complex capitals, with incredible...
Read More
New on Indagare
SIGNATURE TRIPS: Read about this year’s trips, itinerary highlights and who can join.
Spring Paris News
What Not to Miss in Nevis
Insider look at fashion label Filip + Inna
Beauty Interview with Caudalie’s founder.
Indagare’s New Mapped Out City Guides
Skipping the Lines at JFK
Flying with OpenSkies
London Spring Hot Spots
Indagare Adored List
Is Mexico’s Tulum Right for You?
A New Tuscan Getaway
St. Lucia’s Jalousie
Why Go Now: Shanghai
Special Offers
The Club at Spanish Peaks
Kahala Hotel & Resort
The Pierre, a Taj Hotel
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Member Reviews
Surfing in Costa Rica
A wonderful trip to Rome and Venice
New Places To Eat in Park City
Loving Laucala in Fiji
Back from Cortina
Antigua Getaway
Montage Deer Valley: Pros and Cons
Discoveries in Marrakech
Family Trip to Telluride
A disappointing stay at Canyon Ranch
Member Query: Best Mykonos Hotel
Member Query: Girlfriend Getaway in Paris
Member Query: Porto Elounda vs. Elounda Bay Palace
• Community: Share advice with fellow members asking about your favorite travel discoveries.
• Indagare Insiders: Three-day itineraries for families in London and art lovers in Vienna. Plus,
fashion insider Chiara Ferragamo’s picks on what not to miss in Florence, Bonnie Gokson,
owner of Hong Kong’s lofty Sevva on Hong Kong, Culinary Insider: Budapest.
• Rant & Rave: Indagare members can share their advice with the community by logging in
first, then clicking here: Rants & Raves.
• Give the Gift: Indagare: Give the gift of travel intelligence with a membership to Indagare.
For details or to order, call us at 212-988-2611 or click here: Gift Membership.
• Indagare Plus: Remember that hotels marked by an Indagare Plus symbol offer preferential
rates and benefits to members.
• Indagare Share Feature: Share articles, postcards and reviews with family and friends on such
networking sites as Twitter, Facebook and Delicious. Simply click on the three small dots that
symbolize our connect icon, at the end of every article, and follow the link to the networking
site of your preference.
• Sample Indagare: With free bi-weekly email blasts on new hot spots and insider tips when you
sign up for our mailing list.
• Profile feature: Members share your profiles, comments, favorite articles and IQs. Just click
on the Profile tab on the upper right of your screen and look for the Edit My Profile blue tab.
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• Indagare means to discover, explore, seek, scout in Latin.
• CONTACT
• GIVE A GIFT
• TELL A FRIEND
Sign up for free travel updates. Your email address
© 2007 - 2010 Indagare Travel, Inc. All rights reserved. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
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